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Equations describing the dynamic behavior of magnetoelastic anistropic media (equation of 
motion of elasticity theory, equations of motion or of state for magnetization, equation of 
state for electric polarization, and equations of electrodynamics) are simultaneously de
duced from the Hamilton principle. It is demonstrated that an additional force due to in
homogeneity of the rate of variation of magnetization should be taken into account in the 
equation of motion of elasticity theory, whereas the rotation of volume elements of the 
medium accompanying elastic deformations should be taken into account in the equations 
of motion or state for magnetization. With an isotropic ferrodielectric in the demagnetized 
or magnetically polarized state taken as an example, it is shown that even propagation of 
plane elastic waves in the range below the ferromagnetic-resonance frequency should in
volve some singularities such as: rotation of the plane of polarization of ultrasound, due 
to the combined action of gyromagnetism and magnetostriction, the appearance of forced 
magnetization oscillations accompanying elastic waves due to magnetostriction as well as 
gyromagnetism, and anisotropy of the velocity of ultrasound and the dependence of the ve
locity on the magnetic state of the ferromagnet. 

ground state) anisotropic medium, the state of 
which is determined by an elastic strain tensor 

AT the present time the theory of magnetic, elas
tic, and magnetoelastic properties of magnetoelas
tic media (such as ferromagnets) has been suffi
ciently well developed for the case of quasistatic 
processes, when the magnetic properties are de
scribed thermodynamically by specifying some 
thermodynamic potential or equation of state[ 1•2J. 
A few recently published papers (see, for exam
ple, [3 - 8= and others) consider also the dynamic 
properties of various magnetoelastic media, with 
the magnetic properties described not by an equa
tion of state but by an equation of motion. These 
investigations, however, either are based on spe
cific model representations or consider in fact 

( u -displacement vector of the material points), 
electric polarization P, and magnetization M. Let 
the density of the free electric charges in the me
dium be Pe and let the density of the electric cur
rents flowing in the medium be j; in addition. ac
count must be taken of the electromagnetic field, 
defined by a vector potential A and a scalar po
tential cp, which are connected with the intensity 
of the electric field E and the magnetic induction 
B by the relations 

only some particular cases. 
In the present communication we attempt to 

derive equations of state (in the case when the 
Lagrange function does not depend on the veloci
ties of the corresponding variables) and equations 
of motion characterizing the dynamic behavior of 
magnetoelastic media, on the basis of Hamilton's 
principle 

oS ~-· o ~ ~ :fdrdt -= 0 
•. t 

(1) 

and using the concepts of nonequilibrium thermo
dynamics. 

1. We consider an infinite homogeneous (in the 

E = - Vcp- c-1iJA/iJt, B =rot A. (2) * 
The density of the Lagrangian is chosen in the 

form 

- PeC!l + (E2 - B2)/8rt + :JC - ft. (3) 

Here p is the density of the medium, f! -the 
density of some thermodynamic potential charac
terizing the state of the medium, and :JC -the den
sity of some quantity ("kinetic energy") character-

*rot = curl 
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izing the motion of the mechanical moment J con
nected with the magnetization M by 

(4) 

where g is the tensor of the spectroscopic splitting 
factor. 

Variation of the action S with respect to A and 
rp with constant u, P, and M yields, with allow
ance for (2), the equations of electrodynamics 

div D = 4Jtp8 , rotE = - c-1 oB!Dt; 

div B = 0, rotH = (4Jt/c) j + c-1 oD!Dt. 

(5) 

(6) 

We carry out the variation with respect to u, P, 
and M in the laboratory system of coordinates 
throughout. However, in calculating the local vari
ations we must take into account the following cir
cumstances. For arbitrary elastic deformations of 
the medium, the volume elements of the medium 
experience in addition to the strains Eij also dis
placements u and rotations through an angle w 
= 1,12 curl u as a whole. Therefore the medium be
comes inhomogeneous, and its general symmetry 
is lost. However, we shall assume that within the 
limits of elementary volumes there is a local ther
modynamic equilibrium in that we can speak of 
local symmetry and of a density of the thermody
namic potential. The latter should depend on the 
thermodynamic variables at the points which move 
with velocity u together with the volume element 
of the medium, and for the vector and tensor vari
ables in the anisotropic media it depends on the 
projections of these variables on the coordinate 
axes which are connected with the crystallographic 
axes (symmetry axes) of the volume elements of 
the medium. 

It is therefore advisable to introduce three 
coordinate systems: (1) the laboratory system, 
(2) a system moving in translation together with 
the volume element of the medium, (3) a system 
moving and rotating with the volume element of 
the medium. 

All the quantities calculated in the second and 
third coordinate frames will be designated by one 
and two asterisks, respectively. In this connection 
we can introduce different variations and different 
velocities of the corresponding quantities. By o 
and 8/IJt we shall mean a change (variation) and 
a rate of change of some quantity in the laboratory 
system of coordinates (local variations and rate 
of change); by o1 and d/dt we mean the variation 
and rate of change in the coordinate system that 
moves in translation, while by o2 and D/Dt we 
mean the change and the rate of change in the sys
tern that moves and rotates. The following rela
tions hold true here 

aN/at = dN!dt- (uV)N, (7) 

where N is a scalar, vector, or tensor. 
For a scalar 

DN!Dt = dN!dt, (8) 

for a vector 

DNjDt = dNjdt- [roN] (9)* 

and for a second-rank tensor 

(bil)ii = (b1N);i - Nilbwiz + Nlibwli, 

(DN!Dt);i = (dN!dthi- Nilwiz + Nziwz;, (10) 

where Wij is the rotation tensor which is the dual 
of the rotation vector w: 

(11) 

Eijk is an absolutely antisymmetrical unit tensor 
of third rank. In the variation it is necessary to 
take into account also the relation 

(12) 

In the calculations '!'e shall assume the strains Eij 
and the velocities u to be small, i.e., we neglect 
terms proportional to Erj and ( u/ c )2• In these 
approximations the only variables that are differ
ent in the laboratory and in the translational-motion 
frames are 

P* = P- c-1 [uM], 

B* = B- c-1 [uE], 
j* = j- p.u, 

(13) 

(14) 

where j * is the density of the conduction current. 
When varying the density of the free charges Pe 

and the current density j we assume, following 
Tamm [s], that the electric charge Q in any iso
lated volume V, bounded by a closed surface S 
(which moves together with the medium) remains 
constant 

bQ = b ~ p.dv = ~ bp8 dv + ~ p.bu dS 
v v s 

= ~ [bp. + div (p8bu)l dv = 0 
v 

and the total conduction current J* flowing through 
any surface S (which moves together with the me
dium ) , bounded by a closed contour L, remains 
unchanged 

or =b ~ j* dS = ~ bj* as+~ j* [bu dlJ 
1:3 1:3 I-

= ~ (bj* +rot [j*bul) dS = 0. 
s 

*[w N] = w x N. 
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An analogous requirement ( 6 J p dv = 0 ) should 
v 

be imposed also when varying the density p. Then 
the variations op, ope, and oj * will be expressed 
in terms of ou in the following fashion: 

bp = - ·div(pbu), bp. = - div(p.bu); (15) 

bj* = - rot [j*bu]. (16) 

In similar fashion, we obtain the continuity equa
tions 

Bp!Bt = - div(pu), 8peldt = - div(p.u). (17) 

From (16), (14), (17), (15), (12), and (7) it follows 
that 

<lj = - rot [j<lu] + 8(p.<lu)/8t. (18) 

We note also that sometimes it is more conven
ient to use not the densities of some quantities, but 
the per -unit values of these quantities. In this con
nection we introduce the notation 

M = pm, J =pi, 

P = pp, :;c = pK, 1f = pF, (19) 

and also take account of the fact that 

MF = p<l1F- V(<luF), ... ; 

(8/8t + Vu) 1f = pdF!dt, . .. , (20) 

where m, I, p, K, and F are the per-unit magnetic 
and associated mechanical moments, electric po
larization, "kinetic energy," and free energy. 

For periodic processes both the form of the 
thermodynamic potential and the form of the equa
tions of motion (for example, for the magnetiza
tion) may be different, depending on the relation 
between the relaxation frequency (for example, 
different components of the magnetization vector) 
and the frequency of the periodic process. Accord
ingly we consider two cases: (a) substances in 
which the modulus of the vector of the specific 
magnetic moment does not have time to relax and 
remains constant at frequencies close to the fre
quencies of magnetic resonance; (b) substances 
and frequencies when the modulus of the specific 
magnetic moment vector has time to relax, i.e., 
assume its equilibrium value. 

2. We consider first the case when the modulus 
of the specific mechanical moment I I I, connected 
with the magnetization, remains constant ( I I I 
= const). Since the Lagrange function should be 
relativistically invariant in all the coordinate 
systems, the quantity :JC -'# in (3) should be rela
tivistically invariant (inasmuch as the sum of the 
remaining terms remains relativistically invari
ant accurate to ( u/ c )2 ) • This requirement can be 
satisfied by assuming 

:JC- 'j = p(K* - F') - 2:rtM'2 , (21) 

where F* and K* are respectively the specific 
free and "kinetic" energies in the coordinate sys
tem that moves in translation with the volume ele
ment of the medium. F* can depend, for example, 
on the per -unit magnetic moment m * (in this case 
only on its orientation), the electric polarization 
p*, the strain tensors €, and the gradients of the 
magnetic moment 8m*/8r, calculated in the trans
lational coordinate system but projected on the axis 
of the coordinate system which moves and rotates 
together with the volume element of the medium. 
In other words, the variation of F * depends on the 
variation of the vectors and tensors which define 
it relative to the volume elements of the medium. 
Thus, we have for the variation o1F* 

6 F' (\ F' iJF* b * iJF* (\ • 
1 = 2 = am• 2m + ap• 2P 

, aF' ~ iJF* (am• (22) 
' ae <l2e + a (am* /Jrl <la ----ar) . 
For the per-unit "kinetic energy" we can choose 

the expression [iO] 

K• = f [I~ i~]/Ij, (23) 

where I!= k x [I* x k), with k an arbitrary unit 
vector and the dot denoting the differentiation d/dt. 

In the variation it is necessary to take account 
of the fact that the tensor of the spectroscopic 
splitting factor g is a material constant only in 
the coordinate system that moves and rotates to
gether with the volume element of the medium, 
and consequently only 

(24) 

The constancy of the modulus I I I is taken into ac
count by introducing in the Lagrange function a 
term pA.I*2, where ,\ is the Lagrange parameter. 
Varying with respect to u, P, and M with constant 
A, cp, E, and B (taking into account all the fore
going relations and considerations, carrying out 
suitable integration by parts with respect to space 
and time, and recognizing that the variations are 
equal to zero at the limits of the integration), 
equating to zero the factors preceding ou, o1m*, 
and 61p*, we obtain the following relations: 

A. Equation of state for p*: 

E* = ar;ap·. (25) 

B. Equation of motion for the per-unit mechan
ical moment I* connected with the magnetization: 

d(fdt = it'H~ eff], (26) 

IJ* eff _ ~H* eff 
•1 -- g m • (27) 

*eff *eff Here Hm and HJ are the effective fields for 
the magnetic and the associated mechanical mo-
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ments, respectively, calculated in the frame with 
translational motion ( ~ denotes transposition): 

a ar • eff -~ H* oF' -l-~ -- - (28) 
Hm · ·· - am• ' a.rj a (om* ;a") 

C. Equation of motion for u: 

pili = fi; (29) 

/; = a~ (r ;:.: ) + + [jBli -t- PeEi + PV' iE + MV'iH 
J 1) 

__,.._ + p d~ (lEm]; + [pBL)- frot; ([HM] + [EP]) 

1 '' eff (30) + 2 roti [H, J]. 

We note that in place of taking the expression 
for the "kinetic energy" in the form (23), we can 
use the expression for its variation 

(31) 

where H;eff is expressed in terms of the angular 
velocity of rotation of the vector I* (taken with the 
minus sign), calculated in the translation coordi
nate system: 

(32) 

Then, taking (31) into account, we obtain from 
Hamilton's principle an expression for the effec
tive "field" Hjeff (27). On the other hand, re
lation (32) can be regarded as an equation of mo
tion for I*, for under the condition I I I = const 
it is equivalent to Eq. (26). 

We note that the expression for the force (30) 
can be obtained by using the energy conservation 
law, as was done by Akhiezer, Bar'yakhtar, and 
Peletminski1 [ 4]. It is necessary to take into ac
count here the relation 

ofF I at= pDF' I Dt- v (u2F*), 

relation (22) written in terms of the derivatives 
D/Dt, relation (9), and Eq. (26). 

(33) 

3. We now consider a second case, which can 
be extrapolated to arbitrarily low frequencies, 
i.e., to thermodynamic quasistatic processes for 
the change in magnetization. In this case it is con
venient to express the free energy F** in the mov
ing and rotating coordinate system. As shown by 
Landau and Lifshitz[2J, such an expression should 
depend on w (in the first approximation it should 
simply contain the gyromagnetic free energy as 
one of its terms ) : 

F** = F** (m*' p'' e, om* I or, w). 

Since the sum :JC- tf = p**(K**- F**) - 2rrM**2 

should remain relativistically invariant, and since 
F** differs from F*, it is also necessary to 

choose different values for the per-unit "kinetic 
energy" K** in the moving and rotating coordi
nate system. 

Under quasistatic local thermodynamic equilib
rium, the rate of change of the magnetization 
should be equal to zero in the translation-rotation 
coordinate system. Therefore the "kinetic energy" 
and its variation should be determined by the rate 
of change DI*/Dt of the mechanical moment I* 
connected with the magnetization, calculated in 
the translation-rotation coordinate system. We 
assume, taking into account the remark made in 
Sec. 2 of the present article, that 

(34) 

where ni*eff is some effective "field" for the 
vector I, calculated in the translation-rotation 
coordinate system and equal (with a minus sign) 
to the rate of change of the mechanical moment 
I*, calculated in the translation -rotation coordi
nate system: 

n'* eff = _ [r DI* J _1 _ . 
I Dt I'~ 

(35) 

Varying the action again, we obtain the follow
ing relations: 

A. Equations of state for p*: 

E* = 8F''/8p'. (36) 

B. Expression for the effective field in the 
translation-rotation frame: 

•• eff • a F" 8 oF*' Hm =H- +- (37) 
am· a:ci a (om' ;a.ri) ' 

connected with nj*eff by the relation (27). 
C. Equation of motion for u (29), where 

a ( oF") 1 . /; = ax. P ae.. + c [JB]; + p.E; +~ PV'1E + MV';H 
J lJ 

1 d 1 +-; PdT ([Em];+ [pB];)- 2 rot; ([HMJ 

1 ( d oF") + [EP]) + 2 rot; P -Cit aw . 

Relation (35) gives the equation of motion for 
the magnetization, which for DI*/Dt- 0 goes 
into the equation of state 

(38) 

•• eff • oF*' a iJF .. 
HI = 0 or H = am• -ax: a (om• fox) (39) 

3 J 

The equation of motion (35) can be regarded here 
as a particular case of a more general equation 
of motion, which takes into account absorption 
and the diffusion processes, and which is dis
cussed in [UJ: 

•• eff {[ Dl' J*] 1 (HI )i = P J5t i J*2 + DI; a• DI;} 
~ii I5t + D;ikl ax ax 751 · 

k l 

(40) 
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4. Let us discuss the results obtained. In all 
cases we get for the dielectric polarization the 
equation of state (25) or (36). For the magneti
zation, in the case when I I I = const, we have the 
equation of motion (26), and for the case when the 
modulus of the magnetization can vary, the equa
tion of motion (35) [or (40)], which for DI*/Dt- 0 

goes over into the equation of state (39). Recog
nizing that F** depends on w, we see that the 
equation of state (39) defines also the Barnet 
effect. 

The force (30) and (38), which acts on the vol
ume element, can be expressed, using Maxwell's 
equations (5) and (6) and the equation of motion 
(26) for I, in terms of the stresses and the rate 
of change of I: 

(41) 

where f< 2> is the variation of the momentum per 
unit volume of the electromagnetic field: 

t< 2 > = - 41 aa [DB]- p dd ([Em]+ [pBl), (42) 
Jtc t t 

a\]>= 8~ [D;Ei +DiE;+ B;Hi + BiHi- 6;j(£2 + H 2)]. 

(43) 

For the case I I I = const 

t<ll =-+rot (pi). 

For the case I I I "" const 

ag> = poF** /oe;i, 

t<l) = 2. rot (P ..:!___ aF~* ) . 
2 dt aw 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Expression (41) for the force contains the hith
erto disregarded term f<O. The remaining terms 
coincide accurate to a small term (Vu) ( E x M 
+ Px B) with Eq. (56.17) of [2J. This can be 
readily obtained by changing over in F from per
unit quantities to densities of these quantities, and 
by taking account of the fact that the thermody
namic potential used in [2J is a function of E and 
B, whereas in (44) or (46) we deal with F* or F**, 
which are functions of p and m. 

Akhiezer et al. [ 4] obtained a somewhat different 
expression for the force, since they actually as
sumed 

as a.'0 aM as 8eu 
-. =-. --+--.--f-· .. at a:u at at;j at 

in place of (33), causing for them to obtain an addi
tional term which in our notation has the form 
Mv'iH~ff. 

mentull! conservation law, and that in the case when 
w and I are homogeneous it gives rise to the 
Einstein -de Haas effect. 

Let us assume first, for example, that 
.. . l . 

pu; = oa;]/d.r;- 2 rot; (pi). (48) 

We take the vector product of both halves with r 
and integrate over the volume. Going over then to 
a surface integral and recognizing that CTij 
= a~~> +a~~> =a .. we obtain 

lJ lJ J 1 

+~ p[r[idS]];. (49) 

For the case when I I I = const, we obtain in place 
of i in (49) the term -d( oF**/ow )/dt. In the left 
half of (49) we have in both cases the rate of change 
of the total angular momentum. It is expressed 
only in terms of the integral over the surface, 
which is necessary in order to satisfy the angu-
lar momentum conservation law. 

If i is homogeneous inside a bounded body on 
the surface of which there are no acting forces, 
then, recognizing that i = 0 on the outside of the 
surface bounding the body, we obtain an expres
sion for the Einstein -de Haas effect 

~ p[rul dv = - pVi 

or 
\ p [r.ul dv = pV BF_' , 
J aw 

where p V is the mass of the body. 
We note that (44) or (46) are equations of state. 

In the dynamic mode, for periodic processes in the 
presence of a constant magnetic field or magneti
zation, it is necessary to use in place of these 
equations the dynamic equations of state [ 12 ], in 
which account is taken of the fact, for example, 
that the tensor of the elastic moduli can have 
antisymmetrical terms, which are odd functions 
of the polarizing magnetic field or the polariza
tion magnetization. 

It is also necessary to take into account the 
singularities of the media to which the obtained 
system of equations is applied.r ~or example, in 
good conductors, according to ~ 2 j, it is meaning
less to include in (6) the term c-1 8D/8t. 

5. Let us investigate by way of an example the 
possible oscillations of an isotropic ferrodielectric 
medium magnetically-polarized (along the z axis) 
in some homogeneous constant magnetic field H0. 

We shall consider ultrasonic frequencies that 
are much lower than the frequency of ferromag-

Let us show, finally, that the presence of a term netic resonance. In this case we can use the equa
r<O in the force does not contradict the angular mo- tion of motion (29), Maxwell's equations (6) in 
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which we neglect the conduction and displacement 
currents, the equation of state (39), the expression 
for the force (41) in which we neglect the terms 
f< 2l and ufr, relation (47), and also the equation 
of state (46). We shall likewise disregard the 
density variation. In the free energy we shall 
take account of the elastic, magnetic, magneto
elastic, and gyromagnetic free energies: 

0:'* -- ~c··kze··e,.z + ~r n 11· + hm iJ·n e .. - 'A 11 w ..; - 2 tJ 'lJ t 2 mnrmrn ' I'm tJ mnr'm n' 

(50) 

where p. = M - M0 is the deviation of the magneti
zation M from its value M0 in the absence of os
cillations. 

It can be assumed that the elastic modulus ten
sor Cijkl and the gyromagnetic ratio tensor A.mn 
are practically independent of the polarization 
magnetization M0• They have therefore the same 
form in a magnetically polarized isotropic medium 
as in a non-polarized isotropic medium, i.e., they 
have nonvanishing components of the type 

(51) 

On the other hand, the tensors of the magneto
striction constant hm,ij and the values of the re
ciprocal susceptibility Ymn depend essentially on 
the polarization magnetization and have the follow
ing non-vanishing components [l3] 

h3,33; h3,11 = h3,22; hl,l3 = hl,31 = h2,23 = h2,32; 

Yu = Y22• Y33· (52) 

The components of the tensor Ymn are even, while 
those of the tensor hm,ij are odd functions of the 
polarization magnetization. 

We shall consider excitations of the plane-wave 
type, i.e., we shall assume that all quantities vary 
like exp [ i( wt- k • r )], and assume that the in
homogeneities of the magnetization of the medium, 
due to the domain structure, have characteristic 
dimensions which are much smaller than the exci
tation wavelength. 

We consider first a ferromagnet in a demag
netized state, when hm,ij = 0 and Ymn = OmnY· 
Solving simultaneously the aforementioned equa
tions with allowance for (50), we find that the fol
lowing can propagate in the ferromagnet in this 
case: a longitudinal elastic wave with velocity 

(53) 

and two degenerate transverse elastic waves ac
companied by magnetization oscillations, the dis
persion of which, generally speaking, is not linear: 

(J) = v?k (1 + 'A 2k 2/4rrr'/,, 

v7 = (cm2/p)'f,, 

(54) 

(55) 

Recognizing that in order of magnitude A."" 10-7 

Oe-sec and y"" 10-2, we conclude that the nonlin
earity can come into play at frequencies of the 
order of 1010 sec - 1, when the equation of state (39) 
can no longer be used. We shall therefore neglect 
the terms quadratic in A.. 

However, the change in the magnetic moment, 
occurring in a plane perpendicular to the plane of 
polarization of the transverse elastic wave, may 
turn out to be appreciable. The amplitude of the 
magnetization oscillations is equal to 

o • A.w (auy')o 
flx = - lzr Tz ' (56) 

These magnetization oscillations can be detected 
at relatively low frequencies (for w "" 1 o6 sec - 1 

we have p."" 10 8u/8z Gauss), for example by 
measuring the emf induced when p. is changed. 
This effect uncovers another possibility of meas
uring the gyromagnetic ratio. 

We now consider a ferromagnet which is mag
netically polarized (in the z direction). Let first 
the elastic waves propagate along the polarization 
magnetization. In this case the following can prop
agate: a longitudinal wave with propagation velocity 

(57) 

where 

c~111 = C1111 [ 1- h~,aalcuu (r 33 + 4n)], (58) 

and two circularly polarized transverse waves, the 
frequencies of which are determined from the 
equation 

PW2 - c1212k2 + Wfru) (h1,31-!: 'Aw/2)2 = 0. (59) 

It follows from (59) that 

The more appreciable dispersion already ob
served here for the left-hand and right-hand po
larized elastic waves should lead to the rotation 
of the plane polarization of the transverse elastic 
wave. The angle of rotation of the plane of polari
zation per unit length, as follows from (59), is 
equal to 

<p = { (k+- k_) = 'Ah1.31w2j2pvh11 . (62) 

Putting y"" 10-2, h 1, 31 "" 104 Oe, p"" 10 g/cm3, 

and Vt "" 105 em/sec we find that when w is of 
the order of 107 sec - 1 we can expect a rotation 
of the order of rp "" 10-3 rad/ em. 
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The magnetization oscillations accompanying 
the longitudinal wave should have an amplitude 

(63) 

while those accompanying the transverse circularly
polarized wave should have an amplitude 

. h1 _31 ± 'J..w/2 [ (aux)o . (auu)ol "o ± zt-to = _ - ±z -r X y In az az _( (64) 

Finally, let us consider the propagation of elas
tic waves in a direction perpendicular to the polar
ization magnetization (for concreteness, in the x 
direction). In this case three elastic waves can 
propagate: one linearly polarized and two with 
elliptic polarizations, the very weak ellipticity 
of which we can neglect. 

is 
The rate of propagation of the longitudinal wave 

Vz = (c~m/P)'1', 

C~m = Cnn ( 1 - h;,n/ Cnn Y 33) • 

(65) 

(66) 

It should be accompanied by magnetization oscilla
tions with amplitude 

0 - - h3,1l (!::.'5._)0 
flz - Iss ax . (67) 

The elastic transverse wave, polarized in a di
rection perpendicular to the polarization magneti
zation, should propagate with a velocity 

vf = v¥ (68) 

and is accompanied by magnetization oscillations 
with amplitude 

(69) 

The elastic transverse wave polarized in the 
direction parallel to the polarization magnetiza
tion should propagate with velocity 

vP = (c;212/p)'1z, (70) 

C;212 = ct2t2 (1- hi,atlct2t2 (rn + 4:rt)) (71) 

and is accompanied by magnetization oscillations 
in the plane perpendicular to the polarization mag
netization with amplitudes 

o . 'J..w ( ouz \ o 
f-ly = - 1 21n Di) ' 

0 --~(auz\o 
flx - In+ 4n ax l . 

(72) 

(73) 

Thus, even in a polycrystalline isotropic ferro
magnet we can expect the following in the case of 
propagation of ultrasound: 

1) Rotation of the plane of polarization of the 
ultrasound, due to the simultaneous action of 
gyromagnetism and magnetostriction. 

2) Appearance of forced magnetization oscilla
tions accompanying the elastic waves due to both 
magnetostriction and gyromagnetism. 

3) Anisotropy of the velocity of sound and de
pendence of the velocity of sound on the magnetic 
state of the ferromagnet. 
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